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Abstract This article deals with the increasingly digital augmentation of urban space and looks at how so
far initiatives in this sense have been deployed in a way that is disconnected from urban design knowledge
and practice. The aim here is to contribute to a reflection on how urban design perspectives can – and
should – play an important role in informing such developments. It promotes, through a series of
observations on tensions between digital and physical dimensions of space, the need to design ‘augmented’
space as a whole, mobilising the ‘digital’ to positively reinforcing place. This, the article argues, can be
achieved through attention to a series of principles, which can be part of an urban design agenda for
digitally enhanced places.
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Introduction

Using digital and mobile technologies in cities has
become an increasingly everyday aspect of devel-
oped-world lifestyles, and is gaining ground in
developing countries as well, although still dra-
matically subject to strong economic and geogra-
phical polarisation.

On the one hand, digitally enhanced ways to
use urban space have an informal and relatively
uncontrolled dimension, as described in Nancy
Odendaal’s account of fluid use and re-configuration
of urban space and its informal economies within
South African communities (Odendaal, 2008).

On the other hand, much has been written and
experienced on proactive, planned, and in some
cases designed implementations of ICT-based
additions to cities, neighbourhoods and their
communities (see, for instance, Van den Besselaar
et al, 2005). This has ranged from the overlaying of
civic networking facilities and/or e-government
initiatives by municipalities, to intervention and
installations of digital, interactive artefacts, from
screens to ‘intelligent’ lamp posts, within specific

urban landscapes (for a review and commentary
on ‘media space’ experiences, see for instance
Fatah gen. Schieck, 2009).

The aim of this article is to reflect on how
deliberate, planned implementations of digital
facilities could be framed within an urban design
perspective, and could learn and benefit from
theory and approaches on place-making. It can be
argued that this is a less than trivial point, as
current practice, mainly driven by technology
industries providing infrastructure, computer
experts and occasionally bureaucrats, too often
tends to overlook place-making issues and ten-
sions to emphasise the technological innovation
and some social advantages (for example, poten-
tial increase of social capital) of ICT initiatives.
The article looks at how discourses on urban
design can inform and benefit the digital aug-
mentation of space. Through reflecting on imple-
mentations of digital enhancements to cities, it
proposes some initial points that could be of help
in looking at the growth of our ‘digital’ cities in a
way that is more coherent with urban design and
regeneration.
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Old Rules, New Rules and ‘False Syntaxes’

Are we in the middle of a digital revolution,
forcing us to turn our understanding of space and
relationships over 180 degrees? Are we facing, as
the title of a recent symposium held in Milan
(Citta’ 2. 0 – University of Milan, 20 September
2010) seemed to claim, life in City 2.0, that is, the
habitation of a re-invented urbanity? Are our
understanding and the tools needed to look
at and intervene on urban spaces, adequate?
On the one hand, we certainly need to define
new theoretical positions to observe, frame and
explain the extended relationships – both social
and spatial – that the ‘digitalisation’ of our living
environments has brought about. Interpretations
and proposals of new cyber-enhanced lifestyles
and of the spaces that would support and facili-
tate them – or simply be the consequence of these –
have been formulated, starting well before the
Internet, the Web and instances of ubiquitous
computing became part of our everyday existence.
An acceleration of debates happened in the 1990s –
when these technologies were finally becoming
more popularised and accessible (see, for instance,
Benedikt, 1991).

On the other hand, however, much of the effort
made to define ‘cyber’ and ‘digital’ as the new
rules of the game for reading cities and digitally
enhanced space, might have too quickly helped
shelving many important lessons and principles.
In the effort of exploring what seemed virgin
territory by creating new definitions and inter-
pretative frameworks, and defining brand new
knowledge, some cyber-urbanists and architects
might have dismissed the wealth of what we
already knew about reading, experiencing and
designing cities as something increasingly less
relevant. From observing that the emergence of
the digital domain in cities will require urbanism
to be ‘redefined, rebranded, repositioned’ to argu-
ing that ‘It could be that there are two city types
that will, in a fundamental way, soon become
completely incompatible, and that one of these
will, ultimately, disappear’ (Turnbull, 2002, p. 78),
the step was short.

Coherently with such views of separately func-
tioning dimensions, in a vast majority of cases
of planned digital intervention within urban
space, their shapers have felt rather free to work
on a supposedly neutral canvas by just ‘adding’
something to it, and relying on the fact that giving
‘more’ to the city must be a good thing. As
a consequence, digital urbanism and urban

management have been prevalently practiced in
isolation from actual urbanism. Many experi-
ments and experiences involving the conception
and deployment of high technologies in cities
have been carried out by mainly mono-disciplin-
ary teams, often informed by interpretations and
paradigms proper to those disciplines – comput-
ing or public administration, for instance – but
generally disconnected from place-making (and
place makers). These one-way interpretations and
deterministic stances could well be seen as
justified by the emerging rules of a brave new
digital world.

However, looking at this new world through a
perspective that critically includes physical space,
by analysing and comparing perceptions and
fruition of wirelessly enabled physical locations,
Katharine Willis (2008, p. 24) notes how

All of these social and practical aspects of
acting wirelessly tend to contrast against the
idealised image of the person on the move,
flicking between flows of information whilst
walking through the public spaces of the
city. (y) The two domains are operating on
different structures, layered one on top of
another but in many instances not working
as a unified domain. In order to resolve these
disparities it will be necessary to rethink
some of the ways we act, occupy and also
construct our physical world.

The brave new world – if it exists at all – cannot
simply be the result of an add-on operation, let
alone replacement of ‘physical’ with ‘digital’.
Willis implies that bolt-on approaches where the
‘two domains’ are simply overlapped are simplis-
tic, and likely not to be that helpful in shaping
better civic spaces.

More attention towards the need for new ways
of thinking the physical–digital articulation in
our urban spaces has been raised in recent years
from a variety of perspectives, as media artists
and professionals, as well as some architects, have
become more sensitive to this and engaged in
research and debate (for instance, Aurigi and De
Cindio, 2008; Fatah gen. Schieck et al, 2006, 2012;
Vande Moere and Wouters, 2012).

Urban design can become key to characterising
proactive attempts to understand and reconcile
these dimensions. Mark Shepard (2011, p. 14),
introducing his Sentient City edited book, argues
‘against a techno-determinism that cedes over-
whelming agency to new technologies and either
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champions or laments their projected impact on
urban life’. I would therefore argue that efforts to
make ‘digital’ or ‘ubiquitous tech’ cities should
take into account a re-dressed manifestation of
issues that have been widely debated in past
urban design literature.

Peter Smith, for instance, in his The Syntax of
Cities published in 1977 warned against what he
defined as the danger of ‘selective visions’ of the
city and the consequent ‘false syntaxes’ that
inform partial, skewed and misleading appro-
aches towards the design and shaping of urban
space.

On false syntaxes, we can think of clear real-
world examples from past planning and city-
making practice. These tend to be characterised
by a deterministic faith in the fact that tweaking
just one aspect of urban life, seen as somehow
dominant or crucially urgent, will be beneficial for
the city without adversely affecting other dimen-
sions. It is, in other words, an exclusive and
‘pigeonholing’ approach to urban development.
Smith gives, among others, the example of
transport engineering and how its imperatives
can lead to problems if and when these take over
regeneration. He claims that ‘The ideal of every
good road engineer is absolute fluidity. He is not
concerned with the fact that this goal is totally
incompatible with true cityness’ (1977, p. 17)
(Figure 1).

As the motor car ‘extends’ relationships and
opportunities, dilates scales and mobility ranges,

and introduces higher speeds, so do digital
technologies. Similarly, though, their ‘push’ into
urban environments can easily be characterised
by ‘false syntax’ visions and attitudes.

Tensions in the Physical/Digital Nexus

Digital technologies and ubiquitous computing
can modify or augment urban spaces in many
different ways, and it is beyond the scope of this
article to attempt to make any allegedly compre-
hensive list or taxonomy. However at a more con-
ceptual level, I would identify three areas of aug-
mentation where clear tensions are at play: scale
and sense of place; the social aspects of place –
especially the articulation of public and private; and
the functional dimension of how urban spaces can
be used, or what uses they can support. These
dimensions are something well known and debated
within urban design discourses (see, for instance,
Carmona et al, 2003), but their digital augmentation
can lead to very different outcomes for ‘cityness’,
generating problems and opportunities. These all
have to do with context, and its complex nature, in
different ways. Therefore, I argue, they depend on
design choices involving the articulation of physical
and digital, rather than just attention to one of these
aspects; our awareness of the tensions described
here (and maybe of yet more of those) – and our
ability, or lack of, to avoid being informed by, and
pushing in, ‘quick-fix’ false syntaxes.

Figure 1: Newcastle’s (UK) Central Motorway: An example of how a specialist ‘syntax’ can take over city-ness by splitting town
space in two.
Source: A. Aurigi.
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Digitally Augmented Scale and Sense of
Place

The nature of digital and ubiquitous technologies
is such to augment fluidity, and indeed potential
ambiguity, between different scales. The rhetoric
according to which lifestyles are increasingly
getting un-fixed and nomadic has been fuelled
for years by the much discussed ‘death of distance’
(Cairncross, 1997) argument, and its implications
for the global and region-wide scales to materialise
and be accessed from any specific locale. One can
be anywhere and it does not matter where you are
after all.

The other side of this same argument is that
through pervasive computing and networking,
the city is also potentially everywhere, and space
can be seen as entirely ‘fluid’ and, in a way, custo-
misable. The recent emphasis, especially in Asia,
on the concept of the ‘u-city’, where the ‘u’ is for
‘ubiquitous’ is part of this fascination with the
freeing up of lifestyles from spatial and location
constraints. But the power of such a buzzword
can hide the fact that this is somehow a disturbing
oxymoron. If we talk about something ‘ubiqui-
tous’ then we should – as a consequence – be
arguing about the dissolution of the city and of
place (or the importance of it). Computing can be
ubiquitous; cities exist thanks to place and all
sorts of interesting variations of it.

Whatever the starting point of view, pervasive
technologies and high-speed networking pose
this spatial challenge: the global/regional can
appear in specific local places, and specific sites
can have a global penetration and presence. What
used to be just small and confined can become
‘ubiquitous’, and vice versa, and these ‘scale-
fluid’ dimensions can combine together. Saskia
Sassen (2009, p. 34) highlights, for instance, how
‘the complex imbrications between the digital (as
well as the global) and the non-digital brings with
it a destabilising of older hierarchies of scale and
often dramatic rescalings (y) For example, much
of what we might still experience as the “local”
(an office building or a house or an institution
right there in our neighbourhood or downtown)
actually is something I would rather think of as a
“microenvironment with global span” insofar as it
is deeply internetworked’. The same location can in
fact embed a multitude of connected different ones,
and indeed of different scales and relationships:
‘Space becomes distributed, creating interconnected
environments and leading to fundamentally new
typologies in architecture’ (Fatah gen. Schieck, 2009,

p. 251). Many might also have discussed the
enhanced city marketing and management oppor-
tunities this multi-scaling of place can bring. From
an urban design point of view, however, this
‘augmented scaling’ is not un-controversial, and
poses the rather important issue of exploiting con-
text (or failing to do so) – which is in itself closely
linked to our ability to foster a sense of place
through design and planning.

From their very first few weeks in architecture
school, students are encouraged to consider the
importance of context, forming a personal under-
standing of it and designing ‘in’ and ‘for’ – or in
some instances ‘against’ – context (Bielefeld and
El Khouli, 2007, pp. 15–38). Context involves some
consideration of it as a microcosm – although
openly linked to a bigger whole. Analysing and
designing in a context imposes place-wise selec-
tion. However arbitrarily chosen, spatial limits and
boundaries are necessary. Understanding context
can mean, for a designer, making sense of com-
plexity through a process of analysis and succes-
sive synthesis and a selection – again, however,
arbitrary – of what makes a space a place.

So, facing complexity is inevitable, and has to
be dealt with one way or another. And this is
because grounding is more than desirable. It is
needed for ensuring that sensitivity towards place
can be exercised. Scale is a fundamental part of
this, and design responses to place always need to
deal with it, use it, respect or challenge it, but
acknowledge it nevertheless. It is likely that too
many different scales, too fluidly and casually
available, could hamper a sense of place and our
ability to understand place, deal with it or enjoy it.

It would seem logical and obvious that when-
ever the design of some digitally enhanced
space is considered, the process should involve
the acquisition of place-related knowledge and
awareness, which comes from contextual analy-
sis and consequent reflection on appropriate
responses. But this means that digital space-
makers need to be capable of proactively framing,
in terms of available scales and their relation-
ships, an overall coherent spatial experience. And
this highlights an important tension: while digital
technologies can allow a potentially uncontrolled
sprawl of opportunities, dimensions and scales
within a vision of infinite functional versatility of
urban space, designers might want to critically
look at these and set limits and constraints, or
simply select and highlight only specific digital
opportunities that enhance that particular place
and context. It could be argued that visions of
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‘total fluidity’, so fascinatingly spatially inter-
preted by Zaha Hadid’s work (see, for instance,
Schumacher and Hadid, 2011) still ought to come
to terms with the suggestions provided by ‘a stable
system of places’ (Norberg-Schulz, 1971, p. 114)
and the benefits of grounding design within it.

Social and Movement Space, Public and
Private Dimensions

In design, specific spaces or portions of them can
often be identified, and ‘programmed’, to play
specific roles, support certain types of interaction
and activity, and provide and facilitate opportu-
nities. At a very basic level, designers know that
they need to programme for effective circulation,
as well as for spaces where pause and low-pace
activities are possible. Similarly, they need to pay
attention – and proactively so – to the public or
private roles that certain spaces can assume and
fulfil, as well as to the tension between speed of
movement and ‘depth’ of the experience of a
place. In a digitally enhanced environment, these
challenges, again, do not disappear. Yi-Fu Tuan, for
instance, reflects on nomadic populations – some-
thing intriguingly relevant to reflections on digitally
mediated, highly mobile urban life – by putting an
emphasis on the ‘deeper’ knowledge and identifi-
cation with a place that comes from pausing: ‘For
nomads, the cyclical exigencies of life yield a sense
of place at two scales: the camps and the far larger
territory within which they move. It may be that the
camps are their primary places, known through
intimate experience, whereas the territory traversed
by nomads seems more shadowy to them because it
lacks a tangible structure’ (Tuan, 1977, p. 182). On
similar grounds, some urban design literature
addresses such tensions distinguishing between
‘movement’ and ‘social’ space, where often the
former is associated – with a negative connotation –
to the development of fast vehicular transport and
its dominance in cities – a typical ‘false syntax’
scenario. Engwitch (1999, p. 19), for instance, argues
that ‘The more space a city devotes to movement,
the more the exchange space becomes diluted and
scattered. The more diluted and scattered the
exchange opportunities, the more the city begins
to lose the very thing that makes a city: a con-
centration of exchange opportunities’ (Quoted in
Carmona et al, 2003, p. 80).

Moreover, designers also know that some of
the most interesting spatial experiences can come
out of a voluntary or sometimes involuntary

articulation of different dimensions, when spaces
positively exploit tensions, ‘elements’ of space
play more than one role and the contamination
between apparently opposite conditions enriches
the experience. Unwin (2009, p. 63), for instance,
explains how ‘Many small villages across the
world that have been inhabited and gently modi-
fied over many centuries show the subtle ways in
which simple elements can be used for more than
one thing. House walls, for example, usually not
only enclose the private interiors of the dwellings
or their gardens, but also define the pathways,
small public squares and roads between them’.
And some spaces do not just define more than one
thing, but are indeed a ‘filter’ between different
dimensions, scales and urban conditions. The
arcades in the Italian city of Bologna, for instance,
beyond their function as shelter for pedestrians
and commercial activities, give a strong symbolic
and existential message about a town where civil
society and public participation have always been
fostered and valued. The participation and con-
tamination of the very private dimension of the
‘building’ and the very public one of the ‘street’,
which literally intersect and blur, aligns with the
ethos and political history of the town. They also
function as a hybrid movement–social space. They
are thoroughfares, but extremely interesting and
eventful ones (Figure 2).

So, semi-public spaces, in residential and urban
design, become very valuable and enriching pro-
positions, offering further opportunities for socia-
lising, while feeling at ease and – in some
instances – safer. And the same can be said for
spaces that allow articulating movement and

Figure 2: Bologna’s arcades merge public and private affirm-
ing a participative urban ethos.
Source: Night view of the arcades in Bologna, Italy. Picture by
Giovanni Dall’Orto, 19 November 2007.
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pause, or that function as thresholds between
these. After all, we all know how a ‘pause-based’
place can be given meaning often by its proximity
to a line of ‘flows’. The often romanticised cafe
table, or bench, or low wall, where someone sits
watching the world go by, desperately needs the
world to go by – though at a negotiable speed –
hence some action nearby, or there will be very
little to watch and feel part of.

Many examples of digital interventions in cities
have been, however, deployed in isolation from
spatial design knowledge and practice, and show
a lack of awareness of these important nuances
and an adherence to some quick-fix ‘false syntax’.
The design and placement of public information
terminals in many cities around the world reveals,
for instance, an inability to think in terms of both
the tensions of movement/social space, and the
public/private one.

In many cases, terminals have been designed
and placed to respond to a simplistic conception
of touch-and-go usage by an idealised model of
busy, ‘always on the move’ connected citizen.
They depend entirely on an idea of fast movement
space, and quick and casual interactions, see-
mingly belonging to, and echoing (though with
little awareness of it), the ‘shadowy’ experience of
place that Tuan refers to, or the vehicular move-
ment dimension Engwitch critiques. They there-
fore end up being placed in entirely ‘public’ and
over-exposed – and often rather uncomfortable –
locations, forgetting that the nature of the inter-
actions allowed by the terminal is rather personal
and private. While being located in visible spots
can be understandable from the point of view of

the easiness of finding – or noticing – the terminal
itself, everything else works against them, from a
spatial/urban design logic, and no attempt to
articulate successfully and creatively movement
and pause, public and private, or the inhabitation –
however temporary – of a place, is evident
(Figure 3). As Fatah gen. Schieck et al (2006, p. 5)
also note when discussing ubiquitous computing
in cities ‘Designing a pervasive system involves
understanding which types of architectural spaces,
interaction spaces and information spheres are
being designed for’.

Functions and Uses (Functional Dimension
of How Urban Spaces Can Be Used, or What
Uses They Can Support)

Designers know that space is not neutral. Whether
through the ‘hard’ programming of trying to
impose specific behaviours – and inhibit others –
or the ‘softer’ design of facilitative spaces allowing
a variety of possibilities of events and uses, space
embeds visions, socio-political and economic
agendas and, especially in the case of public space,
plays an important role in the enhancement of the
public sphere of our cities.

We also know that technologies themselves are
not neutral. Studies on the social shaping of tech-
nology (see, for instance, Bijker and Law, 1994), as
well as theories such as Actor Network (Law and
Hassard, 1999; Latour, 2005) have highlighted
how any artefact or system co-participates in a
process of mutual definition of our ‘reality’ as one
of the ‘actants’ in the process. The deployment of

Figure 3: Just two of many possible examples of ‘parachuting’ high technology in the wrong place and with no urban design
thinking: terminals in Curitiba (Brazil) and Viterbo (Italy).
Source: A. Aurigi.
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high technologies in urban spaces cannot of
course be exempt from such considerations, and
it would be dangerously reductive to look at any
urban e-initiative – whether it is the relatively
elementary development of e-government ser-
vices or the design of complex media and
information-augmented spaces – as simply a
value-neutral, solution-driven, practical and uti-
litarian intervention.

Yet, this neutral perspective tends to be strongly
embraced when it comes to justifying and under-
pinning plans to implement urban informatics
initiatives. Indeed, the apparent neutrality and
space-independence of digital and mobile ser-
vices is hailed as a liberating factor for cities and
their citizens, who are made able to benefit from a
virtually endless series of opportunities and
services deployed electronically. ICTs seem there-
fore able to play a neutral role, as these opportu-
nities are infinitely configurable and exploitable.
As they can be used in a highly personalised way –
by retrieving the information you – and nobody
else – want, the way you want it, when and where
you want it, all that somehow seems important is
to make this allegedly neutral ‘platform’ effective,
up-to-date and as universally accessible as possi-
ble. The ‘anything, anytime, anywhere’ perspec-
tive, which was effectively critiqued by scholars in
the 1990s who saw it as utopian and simplistic
(Graham and Marvin, 1996), has in fact benefited
from a new lease of energy and life given to it by
the recent popularisation of wireless networking,
mobile media and smart mobile devices.

The consequence of this specific approach –
which, one could argue, can easily turn into a
‘false syntax’ – is that the much-hailed emerging
convergence of media and devices, where a single
physical object can embed many, could also
include urban space. In other words, as a net-
worked tablet device can be seen as embedding
virtually limitless and diverse functions and roles,
civic space – augmented by high technology – can
also inherit this versatility to become a multi-
functional and configurable convergent space,
within a convergent city.

Shepard (2011, p. 24) highlights, for instance,
how a personal appropriation and customisation
of space and territory through mobile technolo-
gies can happen: ‘A new twist to the old problem
of “programming” space arises with contempor-
ary everyday practices involving mobile devices
and wireless information systems. In Japan, for
example, the mobile phone has been described
by Kenichi Fujimoto as a personal “territory

machine”, capable of transforming any space – a
subway train seat, a grocery store aisle, a street
corner – into one’s own room and personal
paradise (y) These techno-social practices re-
made space in the Japanese city in new ways,
transforming the paternalistic communities of city
streets and subway cars into private territories for
women and children’.

The ability of shaping one’s own experience of
determinate urban spaces, and the ability to take
advantage of the richness of a wealth of possibi-
lities, cannot therefore simply be dismissed as
undesirable just because it might not be designed
by a professional for all, or because they can
embed diverse and maybe conflicting interpreta-
tions. The micro-programming of spaces is in fact
an extremely interesting vehicle for participation
and appropriation of urban space by its users, and
it is coherent with what Smith would argue helps
the ‘syntax’ of a city keep complex, rich and boost
‘cityness’: ‘The casual socially-intensive space
frequently owes its appeal to the fact that it
accommodates extra-environmental attractions.
This is particularly true of the marketplace’
(p. 180). The notion itself of ‘extra-environmental’
has its flaws – as everything is ultimately part of
an environment, whether we approve of its pre-
sence or not – but the spirit of the sentence of
course refers to the importance of events and
possibilities not belonging to some mainstream
design of a space.

It could be argued, however, that what can
make a great deal of difference is what could be
seen as the tension, and the different relationships
with place that ‘centripetal’ and ‘centrifugal’
attractions can establish with an urban space. Pay-
ing attention to this is an important issue for the
shapers of the multi-functional, digitally augmen-
ted city.

The activities alternative to any mainstream
usage, supported by features of a physical space –
for instance, skateboarding within an urban
landscape that was not designed for it (Borden,
2001), or performing in a public corridor intended
as circulation only and so on – however sub-
versive or unusual get grounded in that space,
and contribute to its character and richness, aug-
menting it (regardless of any positive or negative
specific value judgement). They are ‘centripetal’,
as they come back to place, however, unexpect-
edly.

When it comes to digital sservices, facilities and
events, it is far too easy, however, to simply
conceive context-unaware interventions, which
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offer access to the same possibilities regardless
of where they are placed, or available. This is
a ‘centrifugal’ approach, which does not seek
engaging place and, given the alleged ‘anything,
anytime, anywhere’ potential of digital network-
ing, becomes far too easy to pursue. After all, the
idea of offering ‘everything’ and making the city
‘ubiquitous’, when the possibility arises, is under-
standably fascinating, especially for professionals
and organisations whose interests are eminently
driven by the search for high-tech solutions.
It becomes therefore very likely for municipalities
and civic consortia to push the idea of augment-
ing spaces by offering all, the same, comprehen-
sive and universal services over various locations
in town – or indeed everywhere through the
draping of wireless systems of connectivity.

In Oulu, Finland, for instance, the advanced
Ubi-Oulu set of developments, supported by a
variety of actors with Oulu University as the
central entrepreneur, has involved the deploy-
ment of wi-fi connectivity and urban touch-screen
interactive terminals in interesting and innovative
ways. The urban screens – which have been
designed with due consideration for their physi-
cal scale – can be temporarily owned by registered
passers-by through Bluetooth-enabled phones,
allowing a social use of these, well beyond the
mere ‘information kiosk’ function (Ojala et al,
2010).

When it comes to deploying both the software
sinterface and the contents available through the
Ubi-Oulu system and terminals, the designers of
the Oulu system have been thorough and sensitive.
They argue in one of their reports about the
importance for ‘each hotspot to function individu-
ally based on its proximity context’ and allowing
‘the hotspots to publish and subscribe to events
related to their context’ (Ojala et al, 2010, p. 3).

Although this is encouraging, and certainly a
best practice example showing computer scien-
tists engaging with the notion of urban context,
more could be done to enhance further the role
urban ICT plays in Oulu’s places by relating to
their specific character. The terminal/hotspot
placed in the market square, for instance, could
differ more from the other spots than just pro-
viding information related to that location (such
as where the user is on a map or what there is
nearby). It could really play a significant – and
significantly unique – role in a symbiotic relation
with the specific place it is part of. As a market
square is eminently a space for exchange and
transaction (social as well as financial), this

character could be boosted digitally by providing
place-based opportunities for digital exchange.
The possibilities within such an ‘augmented
market’ perspective would still be many and
diverse, but they would focus on reinforcing
and supporting the place’s culture, uniqueness
and strengths, rather than providing a ‘ubiquitous’
service. Context would not just be an opportunity,
but it would become one of the central generators
of the digital intervention (Figure 4).

Towards Designing Digital Place as a Whole

How can we then avoid approaches to digital
space-making based on some ‘false syntax’? The
relative isolation and preponderance of a single,
simplistic view – poorly informed, if at all, by any
place-inspired thinking – fails to exploit the rich-
ness and complexity of the urban condition, avoid-
ing controlled contamination to focus exclusively
on one feature. Lonely (and often unused) term-
inals, out-of-scale screens acting like dull and
invasively overgrown TVs, functions and services
failing to reinforce a place’s character and a whole
repertoire of hi-tech urban initiatives devoid of any
spatial intelligence (see, for instance, van Schaik,
2008) show the need for a proactive involvement of
architectural and urban design knowledge in what
many cities around the globe are trying to do with
ICT, as some – Vande Moere and Wouters (2012)
and Dalsgaard and Halskov (2010), for instance –
are noting.

Drawing from the reflections made so far, the
key to ensure that urban ICTs are deployed in a
context-sensitive way and positively articulate the
tensions described above is framing these within
an attention for ‘place’ making and design.

If we accept that we need to carefully shape and
design places that embed digital machines, net-
works and possibilities, rather than expect the
‘digital’ to establish brand new rules outside of
our remit, we can adopt a perspective where a
‘circular’ relationship means that physical and
digital are just two faces of the same, unique,
place. We can draw from the reflections on ten-
sions between opportunities and pitfalls made
so far to think of principles that, if kept in the
picture, can help orient the design of a digitally
augmented urbanity that is rooted in place-
making. I am calling these: centripetal trajectories
(of augmentation), socially useful augmented
design and holistic augmented urban design.
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Centripetal trajectories

Looking at how mutually interdependent physi-
cal and digital elements are can reinforce the
centrality and suitability of a place-based perspec-
tive to look at the emergence of hybrid physical/
digital urban and ‘third place’ (Oldenburg, 1999)
environments.

Take, for example, books and social spaces. The
emergence of new machines for the on-demand
printing of books, like the Espresso Book Machine
(www.ondemandbooks.com/ebm_hardware.php),
already present in several libraries and bookshop
chains, and fairly recently adopted by Blackwell’s
in its London flagship store, highlights the
importance of integrated, holistic design or the
lack of it.

One can see these devices as standalone
artefacts – indeed they are quite portable – which
can be placed more or less anywhere with little
effort as ‘ubiquitous’ services. However, it is
pertinent to interrogate ourselves on possible
trajectories and consequences for bookshops and
their spaces as a result of the evolution and
combined physical/digital design of such a
device. Trajectories are, of course, not fixed or
inevitable. The same technology could be turned
into an ATM-like ‘hole in the wall’; books could
even be ordered from home and simply collected

from the dispenser. Assuming this leads to yet
looking at this ICT-based innovation as a de-
urbanising device, something that could acceler-
ate the demise of the bookshop and indeed of the
social, urban dimension of shopping, browsing,
meeting up. And this just when bookshops are
trying to combine – or ‘re-combine’ (Mitchell,
1995) – with the social, semi-public attractions of
cafes and meeting spaces. Market forces might
lead/push towards this demise – the advent of
the e-book, downloadable through 3G networks
could surely threaten physical book venues even
more. But this is not inevitable, and urban design
can play a role.

If we think in a ‘centripetal’, context-enhancing,
place-making way, the ‘machine’ could indeed
become the central event for and within a social
space and a social book-lovers network. It could
be something that gathers people, makes them
speak while they wait, shows what books have
been printed, acting as part of a physical/digital
hybrid place that could be a repository for com-
ments, advice, and synchronous and a-synchronous
communication about books and reading, or indeed
a place to exchange physical, second-hand books.
After all, the Rheingoldian (1994) concept of the
‘virtual community’ has never really ideologically
despised, or sat in drastic opposition to, face-to-face
meeting. The machine could print books or indeed

Figure 4: Oulu (Finland): A terminal and its services just like all others in town, despite this being in the special location of the
market square.
Source: A. Aurigi.
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be a fast and cheap download spot for e-books.
And would it be the same to have this in a
supermarket, or an airport, or even a square,
instead of a bookshop? Would it have seating
spaces? Would it have other social facilities
nearby? The nature of the space that surrounds
it will influence its usage and what goes on
around and about. The importance of this nexus
has also been noted by Ava Fatah and colleagues,
while analysing how pedestrians would interact
through mobile devices in ways ‘supported
by the properties and affordance of the physi-
cal environment encouraging a certain type of
behaviour’ (Fatah gen. Schieck et al, 2006,
p. 15). The way machine and space define each
other can contribute to the creation or reinforce-
ment of what Lawson (2001, p. 140) would call a
‘sociopetal space’. Indeed, to read and interpret
it correctly, and benefit from a wider range of
ideas and visions, such a technology just cannot
be looked at in separation from its complex
spatial context. The very moment we start
thinking in place-making terms, we can naturally
ask ourselves a series of questions otherwise
hidden by the perceived novelty of the techno-
logical artefact or system.

Socially useful augmented urban design

The recent history of digital urbanism has, more
often than not, been characterised by the parallel
development of two strands: a service-based,
utilitarian set of city e-government and manage-
ment initiatives, opposed to a conceptual, provo-
cative set of artistic or quasi-artistic installations,
aiming to critique and re-frame the inhabitation of
space in a ‘digital’ society.

The administration, management and commu-
nity support systems that have been developed
for years under the banners of ‘e-government’, the
‘civic network’ or the ‘digital city’ tend to be
rather a-spatial, often based on a variety of
paradigms (as Guthrie and Dutton, 1992 pointed
out) that stem from computing and administra-
tion, but have little to do with urban space. So,
these initiatives end up being a ‘remediation’
(Bolter and Grusin, 1999) and translation of pre-
existing functional paradigms such as the data-
base and the web portal, or a combination of both.
These are familiar and understandable to those
involved in e-gov, and assume a generalised
application and service provision over the city,
seen itself as a general ‘machine’ made more

efficient and liveable by the chance of offering
ubiquitous services.

Opposed to this highly planned and control-
based approach to the digitised municipality, a
spontaneous dimension does exist, where the
everyday usage of mobile communication and
Internet technologies by individuals and groups
‘happens’ in the city, clearly influencing how
people see urban space and interact with it.

Urban (digital) art can challenge this by high-
lighting an entirely different set of issues and
possibilities, and somehow suggesting ways to
bring to the fore the tensions between the ‘formal’
and the ‘informal’, in a thought-provoking way.
For instance, Duarte and Firmino (2009) note
how the artistic interventions by Nelson Brissac
Peixoto in Sao Paulo can be regarded as seminal
in the search for novel ways of understanding
augmented spaces, by using technological ap-
proaches to give special visibility and value to
informal spaces. Similarly, Lucy Bullivant (2006,
p. 6) argues that ‘Artists are responding to the
electro-physical flux of urban environments co-
opting responsive dynamic media systems, wire-
less sensing, wearable computing and even
topological media. They (y) are not interested
in “tech” or smart spaces for the sake of it, but to
create environments that act as mediating devices
for a new social statement’.

Therefore, the issue is not the existence itself of
these different dimensions and attitudes, which is
normal, but their relative – so far – lack of mutual
interaction and integration. This implies a frag-
mentation and specialisation of agency and the
frequent independence of these strands, which
are often dealt with as mutually exclusive: artists
and city managers will tend to think and work on
two different planes and with radically different
interpretations and approaches towards the ‘di-
gital’ city.

In a way, this is true of every early phase of
development of new trends and movements. The
history of architecture itself is constellated with
examples where un-built, and somehow un-build-
able, designed architecture has importantly sug-
gested new avenues in thinking, and has influenced,
sometimes very deeply, future practice. Concep-
tual visions for digital space have played a similar
role, and have not escaped their very own reality
checks. A few years ago, for instance, Marcos
Novak (1991, pp. 244–248) formulated a vision for
‘liquid architecture’ aligning his trajectory with
many other visionary architectural thinkers in
history, from Piranesi to Boullée, the Italian
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Futurists and beyond. The initial, as fascinating as
practically unworkable concept of ‘liquid archi-
tecture’ had to evolve towards the more applic-
able ‘trans-architecture’ (Novak, 1998), which
groups such as Nox in the Netherlands could
try and put into practice and start shaping spaces
still highly experimental and ephemeral, yet
physical, informed by a programme and a series
of practical considerations.

The challenge therefore remains the quest for
some ‘unity’ of conceptual and critical benefit,
and social utility, of provocation and practicality,
or how to conjugate the sublime and the utili-
tarian into socially useful as well as delightful
digital urban environments. And the penalty for
not addressing this challenge is making the digital
just an ‘event’, some type of monument or land-
mark with limited influence and grounding – and
often short lifespan – within the everyday city
and its many tensions of social cohesion, ethnic
integration, economic and social development,
consumption and sustainability needs, mobility.

Design-wise, as it would apply to a set of more
traditional spatial actions and their balance,
landmarks and highly contrasting gestures need
to be used sparingly to be really effective.
A landscape made of too many competing land-
marks will result in poor interstices, lack of
coherence and legibility, as a place with no
landmarks at all would. Landmarks also – in a
way by their own nature – tend to prevail and
prescribe readings and actions. A monument may
dominate a square, give it identity and some
centre or focal point, but you need the square as
well, a more ‘open’ and less prescriptive territory
to encourage movement, encounters, changes of
perspective, personal initiative and diversity of
actions. Providing a centre of attention maybe
good, but too many are – obviously – confusing.
Crowding public spaces with digital conceptual
art ‘events’ has its limits. Finally, as it could be
argued it can happen for proper landmark
buildings, how does prominent digital art and
provocation engage – if at all – with the practical
needs of local communities, especially low-
income ones? A danger remains for setting up
an elite, middle-class or tourist-based approach
towards the shaping of space, as Elizabeth Wilson
(1997, p. 133) warns about for the case of Paris’s
highly tourist-dominated regeneration: ‘The
Beauborg and the Parc de la Villette, like hund-
reds of other environments in the Western World,
have been redesigned as leisure environments.
We are meant to become flaneurs in these settings

(y) But am I alone in feeling that something has
been lost once you are invited to do it? Or that
perhaps there is a kind of alienation as we wander
through “our own” cities when they seem to have
been taken over by tourists who are not even the
“strangers” referred to by Simmel, but crowds or
groups of people who seem to be inhabiting an
alternative universe which just happens to exist in
the same space as our own “real” city?.’

This – I would argue – can highlight the
architectural and urban design challenge of
pursuing a ‘unity’ between the everyday and the
sublime, or indeed making the everyday sublime
and vice versa: something that the digital aug-
mentation of urban space cannot ignore.

It entails working at the crossroads of social
and community networking, digital space-
making, digital art and e-services. It involves
pursuing delight as well as economic ‘endogen-
ous’ development. It requires a multi-disciplinary
and strategic approach involving architects,
designers, technologists, social scientists, which
is rarely found in digital initiatives, most privile-
ging a one-paradigm view. This need is further
confirmed by the idea of holistic, hybrid design.

Holistic, hybrid urban design

The urban design of hybrid, augmented spaces
implies, then, inter and cross-disciplinary work
and perspectives. It is interesting to note that –
after a long period in which the digitally media-
ted aspects of urban life were seen as, at best, a
niche remit for some specialist scholars, and more
often as simply something for computer scientists –
mainstream urban design and planning have
become seriously interested, and somehow wor-
ried. The guide published in the United Kingdom
in January 2011 by the Commission for Architec-
ture and the Built Environment (CABE) and
English Heritage, titled Large Digital Screens in
Public Spaces (2009) shows, on the one hand, a
risen awareness of the presence of digital media
impacting on the actual physical environment of
our cities. However, it also shows how most of the
attention still goes to the physical presence of
large screens – which have started appearing in
many city centres, often driven, in the United
Kingdom, by partnerships with the BBC – which
arouse interest as prominent objects within the
urban landscape. Issues of scale and contextual
relationships and appropriateness are raised in
the publication, but these are mainly limited to
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where screens should not be placed, not to disturb
views or the integrity of listed or interesting pre-
existing buildings and of the spaces around them.
Although this is of course all agreeable with, it
shows a lack of attention and understanding of
other equally crucial issues about the nexus bet-
ween digital artefacts and possibilities, and the
place these can unfold within. If it is true that we
know from urban design theory and practice that
a building is not just an object in a landscape, but
is a modifier of relationships and a catalyst of
chances, the same considerations, with maybe
even more emphasis, should apply to urban high
technology (Figure 5).

There is an easy – but too often overlooked –
analogy here to exploit. In a spatial configuration,
a building or a space, we do not just look at its
shape and appearance, but at its ‘programme’
(explicit or implicit): what it is there for, what it
might or not allow or invite to do, how it can be
inhabited and even modified. When it comes to
considering digital devices in space, we should as
well look at their ‘programme’: their physical
form, if they have one, will have a spatial bearing,
but their software, what it allows, what it
suggests, how it can be ‘inhabited’ or used, will
have one too. As Mitchell (1999, p. 50) argued
years ago: ‘In the design of smart things and
places, form may still follow function – but only
up to a point. For the rest, function follows code’.
Software cannot be un-coupled from its artefacts

and forgotten or dismissed as non-spatial by city-
makers. Fatah (2009, p. 256) also notes, on large
screens, how crucial it is to ‘create a healthy
balance between the place, the type of content,
and the intended impact on the space and the
public’.

The example of Ubiquitous Oulu also has a
direct bearing on this, and can be referred to
again, to explain the need for holistic visions and
teams. One of the basic causes of it missing the
trick of a more deeply context-based perspective
in deploying its digital terminals, as explained
earlier in this article, stems from the way the team
operated. Although – promisingly – staff from the
University of Oulu’s Architecture school had been
involved in conceiving the Ubi – hotspots and
terminals, in collaboration with their colleagues
from computing science, the remits of the two
sub-teams had been kept rather distinct and
separate within a typical physical versus digital
dualist approach. The architects had in fact been
asked to design the terminals as objects, giving
due consideration to issues like waterproofing,
glare, dimensions and materiality. The computer
scientists had of course designed the IT hard-
ware, connectivity and the software functionality
and interface. Little inter-disciplinary, strategic
exchange between these two teams had taken
place, making it difficult to reflect on how those
terminals could play a place-dependent and
place-informing role. The urban design thinking

Figure 5: The large BBC screen in Plymouth: Just a very intrusive object?
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that would have been precious for shaping the
initiative had been – unintentionally – neglected.

It seems therefore crucially important to look at
digital civic initiatives as, first of all, proper urban
developments. It is important not to fall into the
trap of skewed, partial, false syntaxes, and rather
look at places as digitally enhanced ‘wholes’,
which need strategic responses to contexts where
physical, cultural, economic and social aspects, as
well as technical ones, and a variety of ‘scales’ and
agencies, intertwine. This cannot be achieved –
as with all issues of ‘false syntax’ – without a
courageous setup, which involves cross-discipline
knowledge, expertise and a shared strategic vision.
It is also important to consider very carefully the
opportunity cost of ignoring urban design knowl-
edge, as this can inform urban strategies from
what historically is a fairly holistic discipline
benefitting from a variety of visions and traditions:
from architecture, to town planning and the social
sciences.

Concluding Notes

The second volume of the URBAN DESIGN
Compendium, published by English Partnerships
(Studio Real, 2007), is a widely known and used,
practical set of guidelines for the design of civic
spaces and neighbourhoods. One principle, which
it states as an important condition for delivering
quality places, is the need for an ‘integrated’
approach: ‘The objective of an integrated process
is to create places that are physically, socially and
economically responsible. This does not necessa-
rily mean changing how we make things look, but
it does mean changing how they work’ (p. 59).
The document then hints at the importance of
considering how carefully articulated relation-
ships can generate ‘virtuous circles’ of cause and
effect, which improve quality of life. Although
this can sound somehow deterministic, the Com-
pendium acknowledges that ‘The relationships
between the elements of the built environment are
complex. The initial task at the design stage is to
identify the most important relationships for a
particular situation’ (p. 59).

This article has tried to reflect, in a clearly
limited and partial way, on how digital urban
initiatives should be regarded as participating
directly into those relationships, both affecting
and being affected by them. The point is that ICT
projects play a direct role in place-making; hence
it becomes important to look at how they can be

part of an overall, holistic design view of place,
from both a physical and relational/functional
point of view. It has been noted how too often
these dimensions are kept apart when it comes to
envisaging and deploying digital urban projects,
while, as the quote above suggests, we need to
look concurrently at how things ‘work’ as well as
‘look’, being aware that these dimensions are all
crucial in experiencing and using a place and
cannot be dealt with separately. Lev Manovich’s
(2003, p. 80) claim that ‘Augmented space pro-
vides a challenge and opportunities for many
architects to rethink their practice, since architec-
ture will have to take into account that layers of
contextual information will overlay the built
space’ clearly holds true and relevant, but can
be reciprocally completed by noting how digital
deployments need as well to benefit from archi-
tectural and spatial knowledge, hence the overall
need for a place-making, holistic perspective.

This article therefore adds up to a growing
debate of how ICT should be part of a renewed
agenda for place-making, and proposes some
elements that can inform that agenda, such as
the concept of ‘centripetal digital trajectories’ or
the need to have a digital ‘augmented’ design that
is socially useful.

Despite the fact that socio-technical studies, as
well as architectural experiences on the emer-
gence of digital places, can now rely on a good deal
of interesting debate and thinking that has been
developed in the past few years, more work is
needed to reconcile physical space and place, and
digital initiative in the terms the article proposes.
Above all, there remains a stronger-than-ever need
for multi-disciplinary research and practice, and a
solid grounding of this into urban design knowl-
edge, which can offer a good way of setting ‘place’
as a holistic starting point for the development of a
quality-informed digital city.
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